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On Presentable Approximation for Nonlinear Noise

Kang Jie-Hyung

Abstract. This is an extension of results of Wiener’s nonlinear 
noise theory from noises generated by the Wiener process to noises 
generated by processes with stationary Gaussian increments. In par
ticular, using Nisio’s Approach, we show that every measurable er
godic noise can be approximated in law by Gaussian process-present- 
able noise.

I. Introduction
Let us first fix our basic notation and terminology. We will con

sider throughout a Gaussian process X = (Xt,t G T) defined on 

a probability space (Q, 月, P) with zero mean and covariance func

tion T will be an interval of the real line. A (Strictly)

stationary process Y = (YJ,—oo < t < oo) with E(Yt) = 0 and 

E(Y^) < oo is called unosie”. Wiener [5] liked to think of such a 

nosie as the output of a 아)lack box” 8: you put in a white nosie 
o o o
W = (Wty —oo <t< oo) and you get Yq = 0(Wtj —oo < t < oo) out; 

the nosie Q4, —oo < t < oo) is produced by shifting the input by the 
o o

flow of the white nosie VT(0) — VT(0 +1). Wiener[4] proved that any 

functional 6 of the white noise with E(02) < oo can be expanded into 

a power series

(l.i) 아 = £ / 4(t)"7
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of mutually perpendicular polynomials

[ fp(t)dW우 = [ [ - j /p(<i, • • •，하)？》(<i), …?血P)M

JRp «/—oo J-<x) J ~oo

of degrees n = 0,1,2,.... The coefficients fp are sure function with

foo fti ftp-1
II에2=/ / … / f%』…••A)dpt < oo,

and

乃(少)= 乃⑵2+ £lLfp||2.

p 기

The noise Y obtained by shifting the incoming white noise through 

the nonlinear device 6 can be expressed as 

(1-2) Y《 = 으 Lfp〔u —甘dW：

where t = (i, •••,<), and the covariance function of Y is readly seen to 

be (r = t — a)

E(YtYs) = g p! 丄 A(u)A(u — r)du

Wiener’s theory of nonlinear noise starts from this idea. The main 

objective of this work is to extend some basic results of Wiener’s non

linear noise theory from noises generated by the Wiener process to 

noises generated similarly by processes with stationary Gaussian in

crements. Wiener proved a profound theorem which was clarified by 

Nisio [3] and which states that every ergodic noise can be approxi

mated in law by noises of the form(1.2). The groundwork is in section 

I where notion of noise is defined. The presentation of noise is defined 

and mixing property of Gaussian process-presentable noise is intro

duced in secton IL Section III includes the analogue of Wiener-Nisio’s 

Theorem using Nisio’s approach(Theorem 3.3).
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II. Gaussian Process-Presentable
Here generally, instead of sending white noise (or Wiener process) 

through a nonlinear device 이, we may send Gaussian process with 

stationary increments X = (Xt, —oo < t < oo), with say Xo = 0 a.s. 

and covariance R. Then the noise Y obtained by shifting the incoming 

Gaussian noise X can be expressed as

(2.1) —gL/p(u-

where fp € A2(®p2?), tensor product of Hilbert space and the 

covariance function of Y is again readly seen to be

(2.2) E(YtYs) = £p! < A(o)，4(o — r) >a2@w

p>i

where r = t—s. The proof of (2.1) follows from the following property.

LEMMA 2.1. If X is a zero mean Gaussian process with stationary 

increments and covariance R then, for f E A：2(®P」R),

[ /(u)W+，= [ /(u — t)dX우.

JRP Jrp

PROOF. Both integrals are well defined since X has stationary in

crements. Pick a Complete orthonormal system {成y,7 E I*} in X2(-R)* 

Since

{<》째’1(B • - • &必째시5 ： 7i, • • • ,7人 € I\pi H----bpk = p,k > 0} is complete

in A2((§)p2?), symmetric tensor product of A：2(®p2?), and Ip(f) = Ip(f), 

by the properties of Multiple Wiener Integral, it is suffices to prove 

this assertion for f =。쩌’1(§)••• 하O허k. But for such the assertion 

becomes

(Wi)dXu斗 t) = 싸(以 i — t)dJCUi)
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and thus we need only to show that

^u)dXu+t = 서
<t)(u — t)dXu.

This is true for <》, element of the set of all step functions on T, and 

hence for <j)€ 人리?). The proof is now complete.

When Y has representation (2.1), we say that Y is JV-presentable.

Note that X is always X-presentable since Xt = dXu.

Wiener-Nisio’s Theorem [3] states that any metrically transitive 

noise can be approximated(in law) by a presentable noise, but for an 

exact presentation Y has to be not just mertrically transitive but also 

mixing in the sence that

Cl B》) = p(A)p(B),
Tfoo

in which denotes the event that the shifted noise K(o +1) belongs 

to B.

THEOREM 2.2. IfY is Wiener process-presentable then Y is strongly 

mixing.

PROOF. Let c be a functional of Y (such as the indicator of A or 

B) with E(c2) < oo. By the presentation of K, c can expand as a sum

epdpw

and if c： designate by the same functional of the shifted path, we will

oo

E(cc$) = E(c)2+ E(p!)-7RPep(i)아,(/ — T)

P=1

oo

= W02+ 52(p!)-1JHPeXP(27「(-1)1/2(》1+ • • -+Ap) 끄)kp(fc)|2”, 

p=l 

c=e(c)+$ y
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in which ep is the Fourier transform of ep regarded as a symmetric 

function on J가’.

ep(fc) = i exp(27r(—l)1'2』? - t)ep(t)dpt.

Jrp

But then 

exp(27r(-~l)1/r2(A:T)A(fc)dfc 

with the summable weight

oo

WO = E(P!H VOI2,

p=l

and so

limE(c4) = E(c)2
T|oo

We can know the fact that the some property is true for JC-present- 

able processes. The proof is based on the following result.

LEMMA 2.3. A Gaussian noise Y is presentable if and only if it 

has a summable spectral density.

PROOF. Let F be the spectral density.

/*oo
E(y(0)y(t)) = / exp(27「W)m)"

J —oo

F is nonnegative and even, so there is a symmetric function f € 

L2(j망) such that /(A)* = j(—k) and |/|2 = F. The inverse Fourier 

transform

Z
oo

exp(27ri kt) f (k)dk

•oo

is real, and
/»oo

으'(')= / /(허 一 0易(甘)서i
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is a presentation of V, namely, Yf is also Gaussian with the same 

spectral density as Y :

E（y'（o）y'（i））= f(ti)f(ti — t)dti

exp(27rzH)|/(A:)|2dfc.

THEOREM 2.4. Let X be a mean square continuous Gaussian pro- 

cess with stationary increments,Xq = 0 a.s., and with absolutely con

tinuous spectral distribution. Then every X-presentable noise Y is 

strongly mixing.

PROOF. Define the Fourier transform of / G A：2(®p2?) by

/*OO
/(시 = / exp(ifA)/(t)dt.

J—oo

Now the proof is identical to that of Theorem 2.2 for Wiener process.

III. Approximation for Nonlinear Noise
Now we introduced the Wiener- Nisio’s Theorem which studied by 

Wiener[4] and was clarified by Nisio[3].

THEOREM 3.1. Any metrically transitive noise Y can be approxi

mated in law by a presentable noise.

PROOF. The trick is to produe a series of white noise functionals 

cn 之 0 such that

(3.1) P(cn $ t) = f pn(3)成

Jo

with a density function pn which is constant to the left of t = n and 

decreasing to the right, and

(3.2) (아'): = 어 — 呂 辻 仁 n = 引
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Granting that this can be done, the rest is plain sailing. Pick a 

” typical” sample path T)of Y to be specified further below. Then 

0n = 7/(-cn) satisfies 乃(으) < oo because by (3.1) the density of cn 

can be expressed as

pn(5)= — I (the uniform density on 5 $ t)dpn(t) 

Jn

and ” typically”

1 f°
느파 〒 수어)서 = E[y2(o)] < °°-
』Too 1 J

Moreover, the noise

}Q(t) = 可[—(Cn)g]

obtained by shifting 0n = 77(—cn) approximates Y itself because, by

(3.2) the probability of the ciyinder set

m

B = P|(어 S < 바) 

i=l

is the same as

P f|(어 S 引一(아)치 < bi) 

-i=l

<bi)

up to an error not exceeding P(cn 으 maxfi) = (?(n-1) and, by(3.1), 

this is well-approximated for n f 00 by

I m
lim — 서 indicator of「](아 $ T)(ti — f) < bi)dt,

'⑴ i=i

which is ”typically” the same as P(Y € B). The proof is finished by 

producing the functioals cn employed above by the recipie

cn = n + inf Qn.
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Qn stands for the sum of the intervals of length > n of Q Q (—n, oo), 

and Q is the open set on which b(t) — b(t — 1) > 1. P(0 $ cn < oo) is 

plain. To verify(3.1)and(3.2), you have only to sell out the event (cn = 

/): If 0 $ / < n, it is the same as saying t — n g Q and (t — n, f) C Q, 

while if i 스 n, you have to add the proviso (—n,t — n)C\Qn empty; the 

later is automatic from / — n$Qifi<n. Now for h 스 0, the event 

cn = f 十 is the same as having t + h — n$Q,(t + h — n_t + h) C Q, 

and (—n, / + A — n) A empty, that is to say

(cn = t + h) = ((cn)t = <) A ((—7i, A — n) A empty )

= ((cn)： = ') if f + A < n,

C ((Cn)t = 0 in any case.

(3.1) and (3.2) are now plain, and the proof is finished.

Let be Brownian motion. Using the coordinate representa

tion, we may assume that u; is the path function of this motion. Let uf 

be the shifted path of a; by s, namely the continuous function whose 

value at t is equal to the value of cu at f + s. We shall here introduce a 

sequence of random variables cn(u?), n 스 ]., related to which

will paly a fundamental role in the proof of Theorem 3.3.

LEMMA 3.2. There exists a sequence of nonnegative functionals 

cn on the paths of such that the probability distribution of

each cn is absolutely continuous and its density function is constant 

on [0,n] and decreasing on (n,oo).

PROOF. Let S(u?) be the set of t-values for which

\B(t + 1, tu) — B(t — 1,(心)| > 1.

Because of the continuity of the path functions of」B(Z, u), S(⑵) is open 

and can therefore be expressed as a denumerable disjoint sum of open 
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intervals 2}(凶), i g 1. Denote with the following class of intervals

{1他) : |A(u;)| > n,Ii(⑵) C (—n,oo)}

and put

*Sn(⑵) = (J 丁•(⑵ )•

First of all we shall prove that Sn(cu) is not empty for every n for 

almost all u;. Let /(cv) be a summable function of cu with respect to 

the Borel field determined by{B(f,cu) — B(s,(心), —oo < s < t < +00}.

Then by the ergodicity of we have

- / f(⑴t)dt = 乃{/(⑵)}.
꼬_。° 1 Ja

Now put

' 1 if \B(t + l,u?) — B(t — 1,⑵)| > 1,0 $ t < n

/(i沙) = < 8>nd |<B(—n 4-1,cu) — —xi — 1,$ 1

< 0 if otherwise.

Since jf(u;g) = 1 implies t G Sn(i沙), we have, for n > 3,

(3.3) lim inf $|Sn(u;)n(—n,—n + T)|

1 n+T
스 1= 正 J f(u才)서 = 乃{/(00}

= P(\B(t+l,1 ,cv)I > 1,0 $ t $ n; and |B(—cn+l,u?)-B(—n—l,u;) $ 1) 

= 7才(|_8(허“1,1(?)—B(t—l,i沙)| 1,0 $ i $ 72)/"(gB(—7서”l,u?)—B(—n—1,(니)| $ 1).

for almost all cu, so that it is enough to show

(3.4) P(|B(i + 2,u;) — B(tq) > 1,0 $ i $ n) > 0.
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The cu-set in P(…) in (3.4) includes the intersection of the following 

u;-sets,

{a?: 2i/ — 2 < - B(0,a;) < 2p + 1, p $ / $ 1/ + 1}

i/ = 0,1，•… ,n — 1.

By the property of Brownian motion we can easily see that this in

tersection has positive probability, so tha (3.4) is true. Now we shall 

define cn(u?) by

(3.5) cn(u?) = n + inf(i : t € 우(⑵))；

we set cn(cu) = oo for convenience if Sn(u?) = 0. By the above remark 

cn(iu) is finite with probability one. Next we shall determine the 

probability law of cn(cv). We shall first note that “cn(u?) = t” is 

equivalent to the following condition: 애t — n g 5(刀), (t — n,i] C 5(⑵) 

if (t — n,히 C 5(i沙), 0 $ f $ n,i — n $ S(u?), (i — n,f] C 5(⑵), 

(—n,t — n) D Sn(u;) = 0 if Z > n”. We have for f' + 昌 $ n, <s > 0 and 

t <0,

(3.6) P(cn(u?) G (Z + 5, /' + s))

= P(3A G (t 十 昌, i' 十 昌); A — n 우 S(u?), (h — n, 씨 C 日(⑵))

= P(3h e (t, t'); h — n g s(ug), (h - n, 7i] C S(丄广))

= P(Bh e (t, f); h — n$ S(u;), (h - n, 이 C S(cv))

[ by the stationarity of B(f,u?)]

= P(cn(u?) € (M')),

while we get, for i' + 昌 > n, 呂 > 0 and t > 0,

(3.7) P(cn(u;) G (f + s, i' + s))

= P(37zG(i + s, f' + s); h-n$S⑯, (h—n, A]c(이), (一n, h—n) Cl Sn(⑵) = 0) 

= P(3A€(f',''); A—n$S(u才, (A—n, 이CS(네, (一n—昌, A-n) Cl Sn(네 = 0) 

$ P(37iG(/,i');7i—7아日(1寸),(71—n,이cS(u나'),(—n,A—n) nSn(u너) = 0)

= P(cn(o?) € (',<'))•
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(3.6) and (3.7) imply that the probability law of cn(u?) is absolutely 

continuous with respect to Lebesgue measure and that its density 

function, say fn, is constant on [0,n] and decreasing on (n,oo).

We now show the analogue of Wiener-Nisio’s theorem using Nisio’s 

approach as simplified (for convergence in law) by McKean[2]. X will 

be a zero mean sample continuous ergodic Gasussian process with 

stationary increments which satisfies Xq = 0 a.s. and the following 

conditiion

(3.8) Pr{> 0,0 < i < n; A_nX < 0} > 0 for all n > 1

where = Xt^i — Xt_i.

THEOREM 3.3. Every measurable ergodic noise Y (defined on any 

probability space) is the limit in law of a sequence of X-predsentable 

noises.

PROOF. Examing Proof of Theorem 3.1 for X the Wiener process 

we see that the argument remains valid for the present general case 

if it can be shown that there exists a sequence of nonnegative fun- 

tionals cn on the paths of X, such that the probability distribution 

of each cn is a absolutely continuous and its density funtion is con

stant on [0, 끼 and decreasing on (n,oo). We proceed to construct 

such cn’s. For simplicity we suppose that X is a coordinate pro

cess, i.e., (Q,0,P) = (」F가스/?(I가2), P) and 시⑵) = Define sets 

S(o;), Sn(cv) and a random variable /(⑵) as in lemma 3.2. It follows 

from the ergodicity of X that Sn(u;) is nonempty a.s. if』E?(/) > 0. But 

E(f) = Pr{AtX > 0,0 < i < n; A_nX < 0} > 0 by assumption 3.8). 

Thus is nonempty a.s. We now define cn(u?) = n + inf Sn(u?). 

Note that 0 < cn < cxd a.s. The same argument as on Lemma 3.2 

shows that cn has the desired probability distribution. Thus the proof 

is complete.
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